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eBay: Sold But Not Shipped Updated May 4, 2016Q: A strange error with my git history About 4
months ago I decided to switch to a new desktop, a decent one, with Windows 8. After a few weeks
my computer crapped out on me and I had to format. A while later, a friend lent me his iPad and I
cracked it open to learn a bit of Objective-C. I decided to make a new iPhone game and started work
on it. After about a month I decided that it was time to push it to my Github repository. So I ran git
push -u origin master And started it. After about a week everything was fine, and I started pushing
my code. However, after I got a bunch of feedback from a reviewer about one of my features, I went
to update my master branch to reflect my changes, but it was stuck at the same commit id. That
commit id was a commit that had nothing to do with my changes. I tried a bunch of rebases and
history clean-ups, but I couldn't find anything that would fix it. I went back one commit and then
tried git rebase -i master and git rebase --abort But both of these times, my changes just kept being
pushed as the master branch. I didn't find any other option other than continuing the rebase. So
eventually it started pushing my changes up, and after about 10 more min or so it finished. My
friend pointed out to me that when I ran the command git push -u origin master I accidentally ran git
push -u origin master So I ran git push -u origin master --rebase and now all of the changes are still
in the correct commit id, and I'm glad that it's working properly, but I am still confused about the
backstory to this. A: git rebase -i git reset --hard HEAD^ git commit -m "Rebase failed, here's your
explanation" git stash git rebase --continue git stash pop And it worked for me. A: I figured it out. I
had the configuration setting git config --global push.default current Changed to git config --global
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